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Abstract 
A new feature, kart deterioration, is proposed to be added to SuperTuxKart. Karts will now internally 
track their health, which will deteriorate based on collisions with other karts and objects. The health of 
the kart will be displayed to the user through visual and audio queues. As a kart’s health decreases, 
driving parameters, including maximum speed, kart acceleration and steering will be affected 
proportional to the amount of damage the kart has taken. When a kart becomes too damaged the game 
will end. This feature will add difficulty for the user, as well as realistic effects and renewed interest.  
 
Two implementations were proposed. The first, simple kart deterioration, required much less work and 
would be easier to implement. Using this method, each kart would have a health value of 100. After a 
collision, the health would decrease by 10 and the max speed and acceleration by 5%. The second 
implementation, complex kart deterioration, was much more involved. Each kart would have 5 new 
health parameters, representing the four tires and the engine. Again these would decrease with 
collisions, depending now on where the kart was struck. In both methods, a new repair item would be 
available to boost the health back to 100. The second implementation was chosen as the methods only 
differ in number of calls between subsystems and complex deterioration would create a more unique 
gameplay experience. Thorough testing will be required to mitigate potential errors in the code and 
ensure that the feature integrates well. This will be completed using both white and black box testing, 
unit tests and integration testing. 
 
The implementation will not impact the overall software architecture, thus it is still object oriented. 
However, as the current architecture does not resemble any particular design pattern, the new feature 
will introduce an observer pattern where KartEntity is the object and Game State, Audio and Graphics 
are the observers. By using this pattern, functions only need to be modified and no large-scale 
architectural changes are required. Within the architecture, low level system interactions in the 
following sub-systems were analyzed: game state, physics and bullet engine, game loop, file manager, 
audio and graphics. After analysis, sequence diagrams were used to simulate how the feature would 
work. The impact on the development team, as well as risks and limitations were considered regarding 
the implementation of the feature.  

Feature Description 
Kart deterioration is being implemented as a new feature. Kart’s will have an internally tracked health 
(i.e no health bar displayed) which is reduced from collisions with other karts, and collisions with 
obstacles such as walls. Collisions with power ups will not impact kart health. Kart health is indicated to 
the player using visual and audio cues. Specifically, tire and kart meshes will change as the kart’s health 
drops, and particle effects and sound effects will be played as a kart takes increasing amounts of 
damage. Reduced kart health affects driving parameters including drifting, maximum speed, kart 
acceleration and steering proportional to the amount of damage a kart has taken. When a kart has taken 
too much damage, the player will automatically lose the race, resulting in a game over in single player 
mode.  
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Motivation & Value of Feature 
Online polls indicate that 41% of racing game players believe that car damage is important in racing 
games [1], however very few racing games are able to implement car damage for legal reasons. The 
legal reasons are that many racing games use real-life cars, and car manufacturers will not allow a digital 
representation of their cars to be destroyed [2]. As a result, SuperTuxKart is in the minority of games 
that are able to fulfill this demand because none of the game’s cars are based on real-life cars. Kart 
deterioration is not currently in the game, and adding it fits a market need and presents an opportunity 
to learn about how the various components of the game already interact to handle kart collisions. 
In terms of value, adding kart deterioration will also add a layer of difficulty for players, which could 
increase the appeal of SuperTuxKart to a new segment of players. It can also renew interest for existing 
players who have become accustomed to the current features in SuperTuxKart. Furthermore, as 
previously stated, kart deterioration is a highly demanded feature which many racing games are not able 
to include, so by implementing this new feature SuperTuxKart can distinguish itself from competitors. 

Implementation Method 1: Simple Kart Deterioration 
The team came up with 2 different models for kart deterioration. The first is a simple model with less 
code base impact and an overall easier implementation. This model assigns each Kart a health value out 
of 100. This health value will be reduced by 10 every time the user's kart collides with another kart. This 
drop in health will also reduce the user's top speed and acceleration by %5 each. Users will be able to 
repair their kart by collecting repair items placed on the tack (in the same locations as other items). A 
kart’s health will be restored to 100 if a repair item is collected. If however, the user allows the kart to 
incur too much damage and the kart health drops below 0, the race will end as the kart is now 
“wrecked”. 

Implementation Method 2: Complex Kart Deterioration 
The second deterioration model was far more complex. This model split the kart into 5 different 
components, 4 tires and the engine. Each component had its own individual health measure out of 100. 
Each component can is affected differently and has different effects on the kart’s performance. As with 
the first implementation, the user can collect a repair item that will return the health of all 5 
components to 100. Kart collisions will affect the health of components dependant on the point of 
contact and the type of collision. Kart to kart collisions will reduce the health of the engine as well as the 
health of the nearest tire to the collision by 10. Kart to wall collisions will have the same effect except 
the health decrease is 5 per component. Collisions with items will cause the most damage, decreasing all 
affected components by 15. Decreases in the engine health will have the same effects as in the first 
implementation; reduced top speed and acceleration. Health hits to the tires will result in changes to 
kart steering and drifting. Karts will now veer towards the side of the kart with the lowest tire health. 
Drifting with damaged tires will be slower. Drifting will also reduce the health of all 4 tires at a very small 
rate of 2 per half second of drift time. In this implementation all the health impacts are coupled with 
visuals to give feedback to the user. The tires and kart will have the appearance of wear once damaged 
significantly. There will also be smoke, sparks and sound effects to indicate kart damage. 
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Implementation SAAM 
Both methods were evaluated on a high-level architecture basis, regarding their maintainability, 
evolvability, and performance of the system. Corresponding Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) were 
chosen and a Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) used [3]. The methods are described by 
their pros and cons according to their subsystem impact with regards to NFRs in Table 1. 
Table 1: Implementation comparison using Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM). 

NFRS: Simple Kart Deterioration Complex Kart Deterioration 

Rendering of implementation is 
checked within 24h of item 
graphics when updates are 
announced 

Simple to do, as health is 
represented overall 
Overhaul may be required if 
switching mechanisms (ex. 
Libraries, Graphics interfacing with 
Antarctica) 

Updating not a problem, as 
implementation replaces old 
system. 
Overhaul may be required if 
switching mechanisms (ex. 
Libraries, Graphics interfacing with 
Antarctica) 

Damage from impact is computed 
in 0.1 seconds 

Easier to achieve with only 1 
health measure. 
 

Straightforward effect into 
performance. 
Have to employ separate testing 
for drifting tire damage. 

5 graphics are used to represent 
each 20% of kart health 

Easy implementation - 5 graphics 
overall inserted into Libraries and 
called from Graphics 
Not as representative of real 
collisions 

Creates a realistic & unique 
experience using Libraries and 
Graphics 
Have to coordinate with repair 
items which parts of the kart are 
repaired using Game State 
More components to implement 

96% of collisions are computed 
into kart health 

Easier to achieve with only 1 
health measure/less calls to 
Physics 
How to determine when a collision 
was missed? 

Creates a realistic & unique 
experience 
Have to ensure all parts of the kart 
detect collisions (more calls 
between Physics and Game State) 

Legend: Pros  Cons  Subsystem 

It should be noted that the NFRs stated are just a few of the possible NFRs that could be applied to this 
feature. The first, regarding graphics updates, is meant to ensure the maintainability and evolvability of 
the system. The remainder ensure performance of the system, while the second and third also focus on 
testability.  
 
Overall, the Simple Kart Deterioration would be easier to implement, but would not have as realistic an 
effect on the gameplay as the Complex Kart Deterioration would. Since both implementations only differ 
in number of calls between subsystems, the Complex Kart Deterioration was chosen as it would create a 
more unique gameplay experience. The low-level details of the impact of the feature is discussed later in 
Feature Impact on Software. 
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Stakeholder SAAM 
After deciding on implementation 2, a relevant stakeholders were analyzed using SAAM in Table 2.  
Table 2: Stakeholder impacts using the Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM). 

NFRS: Development Team Players Mentorship participants 

Rendering of all 
Graphics checked within 
24h of item graphics 

Ensures playability; 
target market stays 
broad 
More prone to bugs, 
possible need for 
hotfixes 

Ensures playability 
Game updates required 

Exposes participants to 
familiarity with new graphics 
engines 
More work than they may 
have time for 

Damage from impact is 
computed in 0.1 
seconds 

Damage integration 
promotes code 
organization 
Speed may be 
dependent on 
existing code 

Ensures playability 
Dependent on speed of its 
subsystems - if integration 
is sloppy, could lag the 
game 

Integration promotes code 
organization 
Speed may be dependent on 
existing code - out of scope 
to rewrite 

5 graphics are used to 
represent each 20% of 
each component’s 
health 

Opportunity for 
new/more graphic 
designs 
4 new graphics for 
each kart - time 
consuming 

Creates a realistic & 
unique experience 
May be distracting to the 
player, or unnoticeable 

Opportunity for graphic 
design experience 
May not apply to program 
goal (ex. Developers solely 
for C++) 

96% of collisions are 
computed into kart 
health 

Integration 
promotes code 
organization 
How to detect 
which collisions 
were missed? 

Ensures playability 
May deter beginners from 
playing 

Integration promotes code 
organization 
Testing not straightforward 
(requires in-depth knowledge 
of component relationships) 

Legend: Pros  Cons  

First, the development team must be aware of the pros and cons of achieving an NFR so that they might 
plan their development of the new feature accordingly. Specifically, when updating the software, if the 
new graphics were not implemented properly, resulting errors could disrupt the release cycle. 
Next, the players were considered, as they are the stakeholders that rely most heavily on optimal 
performance of the feature. Many of the NFRs seek to address this, however the player may find that 
the feature itself is undesirable. 
 
Finally, as the game is open-source, it lends itself to various teaching opportunities for students in 
computer-science related fields. SuperTuxKart was partly developed in a mentorship program called 
Google Summer of Code in 2013 [4]. Thus, the feature should be considered in terms of its impact on 
mentorship participants such as those who attended Google Summer of Code. These participants would 
be able to further their knowledge in Blender and graphic design by creating the graphics necessary for 
the new feature. However, there are other aspects of the implementation that may be too in-depth, 
rendering them out of scope. 
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Testing Plan 
The non-functional requirements discussed represent just some of the testing that must occur when 
implementing the new feature. To check the functionality of the proposed feature and its impact on 
existing subsystems, a testing plan should be followed. 
 
First, white-box dynamic unit testing of all affected classes within the impacted subsystems should be 
conducted. This allows developers to assess on a unit-level whether their initial implementations work 
with the given system [5]. The units will in this case be the functions and classes in the code. For 
example, max_speed must now factor in engine health. Conducting unit testing with various possible 
engine health values [6] will reveal whether or not the engine health has been factored in correctly (i.e. 
maximum speed is not significantly greater or smaller than it should be after calculations). Unit testing 
can also be used to ensure that kart damage from an impact is computed in 0.1 seconds, which is one of 
the non-functional requirements defined for this feature. Black-box testing would be inappropriate at 
this stage because the feature integrates such that new code does not handle any user input. It merely 
deals with the logic already within the game mechanics. 
 
After unit-testing, integration testing will ensure the subsystems still work together correctly [7]. For 
example, when a repair item is picked up, max_speed should be adjusted once more as a result of the 
engine health changing. Such can be done as white-box or black-box. Since white-box was used for unit 
testing, black-box may be more appropriate, to inspect the values produced by the program [8], leading 
to further calculation adjustments as necessary. The team may want to conduct visual or white-box 
testing during integration testing to check that the feature meets the NFR of 96% of collisions computed 
into kart health. Finally, system testing (i.e. playing the game) should be performed to test the 
playability and decide on final adjustments [9]. 

Feature Impact on Software 

State of System Relative to Enhancement 
The diagram in Appendix I represents the concrete architecture formulated for Assignment 2 with all 
subsystems affected by the proposed enhancement highlighted in blue (Physics, Game State, Game 
Logic, Graphics, Audio and External Libraries). It should be noted that the interactions between 
subsystems in our high level architecture is virtually unchanged due to the pre-existing dependencies 
that already existed between all subsystems and the fact that no new subsystems were introduced to 
accommodate the enhancement. 

System Interactions and low Level Changes to Subsystems 
This section will dive into the necessary changes within the affected subsystems and their dependencies. 

Game State 
Overview: New kart properties and methods used to update health values, load new textures and 

meshes mid game as well as a new repair tool item. 

Kart Properties (kart_properties.cpp / kart properties.hpp) 

Kart properties now holds 5 deterioration values for the engine and four tires, ranging from 0 to 100, 

with 100 being maximum health. Methods for accessing and modifying these values securely from 

classes with the Abstract Kart object will also be added. In addition, kart properties will handle the 

events when various health thresholds are passed triggering new audio/textures to be loaded. 
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Moveable (moveable.cpp / moveable.hpp) 

When calculating the physics for kart movement updates, deterioration values must be included in 

determining trajectory. Acceleration and Max speed will also be affected by the deterioration values. 

Max Speed (max_speed.cpp / max_speed.hpp) 

Max speed, the class responsible for determining how fast a kart can go after a power-up, will now have 

to factor each power-up’s speed increase by the karts engine health property. 

 

Replays (kart_rewinder.cpp / kart_rewinder.hpp / ghost_kart.cpp / ghost_kart.cpp) 

Classes in charge of saving the game state for future replays will now also have to save information 

related to the deterioration values. 

Power-Ups (powerup_maanger.cpp / powerup_manager.hpp) 

The addition of the new repair tool which increases the deterioration values of a damaged kart will 

cause minor updates to the power up manager classes as they must now place a new item in their item 

rotation. The addition of a new class called repair.cpp and repair.hpp will also be necessary and will 

oversee calling kart properties and updating the decoration values when a repair tool is hit. 

Physics and Bullet Engine (Libraries) 
Overview: New function calls to game state to pull and update kart deterioration values along with 

modifications of the collision code which determines where the damage from a collision should be 

placed based on which part of the karts hit box was struck. 

Physics (physics.cpp / physics.hpp / btKart.cpp / btKart.hpp / triangleMesh.cpp / triangleMesh.hpp / 

btKartRaycast.cpp / btKartRaycast.hpp) 

Now adjusts parameters for kart movement updates to factor in the kart health parameters and 

dampens acceleration and max speed based on engine health. Drift duration will also be used to 

deteriorate the health of all kart tires 

Bullet Engine (Collision Dispatch, Collision Shapes, Bullet Dynamics Directories) 

Collision dispatch should now return where on the kart the collision took place. This will allow physics to 

make the appropriate kart property health update. 

Game Loop 
Overview: New function calls to game state to check health parameters 

Both main_loop.cpp and main_loop.hpp will be adjusted to check if any deterioration value of any kart 

has fallen below zero. If it is player kart which has reached 0 health the function enterRaceOverState() 

will be called with a new GUI popup to announce the reason for the game ending. If an AI kart runs out 

of health they will simply be removed from the race and placed in last. 

File Manager 
Overview: New meshes, textures. Sounds and VFX for the various degrees of destruction in all karts 

along with the graphics necessary for the repair tool. Although no code changes are necessary here 

there are significant changes to the directories that file manager uses.  

Affected Directories (skins(.png) / gfx(.xml)) 
Affected Individual XML Files (powerup / items / kart_characteristics) 
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Audio 
Overview: New function calls to Game State to check for any new SFXs based on kart deterioration 

values as well as new calls to file manager for associated audio files. 

Audio Managers (sfx_manager.cpp / sfx_manager.hpp) 

Like previous kart Bool values (ex. set fire) the new feature will have Bool values in Kart Properties which 
represent the crossing of certain damage thresholds for both the engine and tire values. Crossing these 
thresholds will cause SFX Manager to play associated sounds such as tires popping. In addition, there 
will be persistent SFX played to represent low deterioration values (high damage) such as a rattling 
engine or a skidding tire noise. 

Graphics 
Overview: Display new particle effects for low health tires and engine. 

VFX Manager (irr_driver.hpp / ir_driver.cpp / particle_emitter.cpp / particle_emiotter.hpp / 

particle_kind.cpp / paerticel_kind.hpp / particle_kind_manager.hpp / particle_kind_manager.hpp) 

The Irr driver will now call Kart Properties to see which new particle effects to render. New kart meshes 
and textures should have little effect on the code here as it simply renders what is held in kart model. 

Unaffected Subsystems 
Input, Network Interface and AI 

To avoid over complication, it was decided not to factor tire health in how AI karts move. This means 
their simple path finding algorithm can remain unchanged. AI karts will however, update their graphics 
and VFX based on their health values and have the acceleration and max speed affected by engine 
health in the same way a user kart is affected. 

Impacted Files and Directories Summary 
Game State 
kart_properties.cpp / kart properties.hpp / moveable.cpp / moveable.hpp / max_speed.cpp / 

max_speed.hpp / kart_rewinder.cpp / kart_rewinder.hpp / ghost_kart.cpp / ghost_kart.cpp / 

powerup_maanger.cpp / powerup_manager.hpp 

Physics and Bullet Engine (Libraries) 
physics.cpp / physics.hpp / btKart.cpp / btKart.hpp / triangleMesh.cpp / triangleMesh.hpp / 

btKartRaycast.cpp / btKartRaycast.hpp 

Bullet Engine Directories: Collision Dispatch, Collision Shapes, Bullet Dynamics Directories 

Game Loop 
game_loop.cpp / game_loop.hpp 

File Manager 
Affected Directories (skins(.png) / gfx(.xml)) 
Affected Individual XML Files (powerup / items / kart_characteristics) 

Audio 
sfx_manager.cpp / sfx_manager.hpp 

Graphics 
irr_driver.hpp / ir_driver.cpp / particle_emitter.cpp / particle_emiotter.hpp / particle_kind.cpp / 

paerticel_kind.hpp / particle_kind_manager.hpp / particle_kind_manager.hpp 
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Sequence Diagrams 

Collision Sequence Diagram 
In this scenario, a kart with a damaged tire collides with another kart after the user hits accelerate. This 
causes a new tire visual to be displayed and a popping noise to be played. The sequence diagram can be 
found in Appendix II. 
 
The sequence begins with the user hitting the forward button on his keyboard. The game loop will begin 
its current iteration by calling input dispatch to poll user input. In this case the acceleration input is 
detected and the acceleration parameter in Kart Property is set. Game Loop continues by checking all 
health values of each Kart to ensure none have passed below zero. In this example the user kart has a 
general health of 70 meaning the game can continue. Next, Game Loop calls for general kart movement 
updates. This calculation, done in Kart Moveable and Physics, now factors in the deterioration values of 
the kart which causes the users simple forward acceleration to move the kart slightly to the right as a 
result of damaged right tires. Now Game Loop will call for a general physics update. Here Physics will 
detect the collision between the user kart and an AI kart. The external Bullet Library in charge of kart-
kart collision properties will now also call kart health update in Kart Properties with the type and 
location of the crash in order to update the appropriate deterioration values. This time the front right 
tire is struck and the collision causes the tires deterioration value to cross over a damage threshold, This 
means that Kart Model has to call on File Manager to update to a  more damaged kart tire model and 
texture. In addition to this a kart popping boolean value is set for sfx manager to read later. Finally 
Game Loop makes its sfx and irr_ driver updates which play the correct audio and render the next frame 
to the user’s hardware respectively. 

Zero Health Sequence Diagram 
In this scenario, a user kart with zero health causes the race to end, as shown in Appendix III. Similar to 
the previous sequence diagram Game Loop begins by polling user input, for which there is none. Next 
kart health is checked to ensure no kart has any deterioration value less than 0. In this case the user kart 
is found to be below that threshold. This means that enterRaceOverState() is called which causes Race 
Manager to update both high score values and the reply file for future viewing. Finally, SFX Manager and 
Irr Driver update are called to play correct music and display the race result gui respectively. 
 
*Note: In reality the remaining AI kart keep racing until game over to determine the leaderboard but 
this was omitted to focus on the main aspects of this sequence diagram.  

Architecture Style 
The architecture style remained object-oriented during feature implementation. No major changes were 
required to the architecture to create the new feature. Often, existing functions could be called to avoid 
redundancy and total coding when implementing this feature. Using existing functions for alternative 
uses was made possible by the object-oriented architecture style, and only resulted in minor changes to 
the previous number of function calls and dependencies. This reinforces that object-oriented style is 
ideal for an open-source project like SuperTuxKart as it allows for easy feature implementation, and for 
existing functions to be re-used for alternative purposes. 
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Design Patterns 
Study of the code indicates that every kart is built on an AbstractKart class which includes subclasses 
such as kartProperties and kartModel. Graphics calls each kart to gather relevant information each game 
cycle and updates kart positions accordingly. Audio functions in a similar manner. KartProperties is not 
modified during run-time, which would be required to implement the new kart deterioration feature. 
Furthermore, the current implementation of code does not closely resemble any studied design pattern. 
When implementing the new feature, the team plans to use the Observer design pattern as follows: 
 
The subject of observation will be the KartEntity object class, which will be modified to track kart health 
using an internal variable. Observers will include Game State, Audio and Graphics components which 
will be updated when the state of the subject changes. The KartEntity object class will send a function 
call, with the health as a parameter, to all observers during a change in health. Game State will modify 
kart performance (speed, steering etc.) based on the new health. Graphics and Audio will check if a 
threshold is met to create a new mesh and/or play a sound file. 
 
This corresponds to the observer design patterns which requires that multiple observers maintain a 
consistent state of the subject across the various classes. The consistent state that must be maintained 
is the kart health. Through the function calls described above, consistency is maintained across all 
observers during gameplay with minimal increase in coupling between components. It should be noted 
that all observers (Game State, Audio and Graphics), will be containing an array of pointers to 
KartEntity’s during the race, as they are required to observe multiple instances of karts throughout the 
race. 
 
This design pattern was used because it takes advantage of existing functions within the game. The 
current code of the game does not closely resemble a studied design pattern, but elements of observer 
have been found which the team plans to build upon when implementing the kart deterioration feature. 
By using the observer pattern, functions only need to be modified and no large-scale architectural 
changes are required [10]. 

Feature Impact on Development Team 
There are two major impacts on the development team expected from the implementation of the new 
feature. The first impact is on the programming practices of the development team. As previously 
stated, the kart deterioration feature takes advantage of the object-oriented architecture style in 
SuperTuxKart by re-using and re-purposing existing functions. A negative impact on the development 
team is that as a result, these functions are more coupled with other parts of the game and therefore 
extra care must be taken when modifying them. Developers who originally created the functions must 
re-familiarize themselves with all the uses, so that they can make changes without breaking the kart 
deterioration feature. 
 
The second impact is on the asset creation of the development team. Kart deterioration will have both 
sound and visual cues to indicate damage. As a result, additional meshes must be created for all existing 
karts to indicate varying states of damage, and special sound cues must be created to reflect damage. In 
addition to the up-front work required by the development team to implement this feature, future karts 
placed into the game will also require multiple meshes to reflect damage. Therefore the feature adds to 
the total number of assets required when adding a new kart into the game, which can discourage 
developers from either implementing the feature or adding new karts to the game after the feature has 
been implemented. 
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Risks/Limitations      
There are many risks and limitations associated with the implementation of this feature. Firstly, 
unexpected side-effects could occur regarding performance or functionality, causing abnormal behavior 
in other areas of the game. Testing and debugging will be required in order to mitigate this. Secondly, it 
can be difficult to find or create similar graphical assets as the ones currently in the game. For example, 
it may be difficult to produce a burning tire that corresponds to the original tire, using the same visual 
characteristics except for the damage. Assistance from the original artists would help to mitigate this. 
Careless design of the new feature could also cause maintainability issues, especially if it goes against 
the software architecture of the game, thus the new code will adhere to standard coding practices and 
undergo code reviews. A final risk is that the original development team of SuperTuxKart might refuse to 
pull in our code changed into the main repository on GitHub.  

Lessons Learned      
During this assignment, we learned a lot of lessons about software architecture and large projects. 
Firstly, it can be time-consuming to learn a large code-base well enough to add a new feature to it. All 
factors must be considered in order to avoid breaking any of the existing code. For ease of maintenance 
and to avoid redundancy, existing code should be considered before creating new classes and/or 
functions. This requires a lot of extra research and code-digging, which can be exhausting. Lastly, we 
learned that a good feature implementation is one that doesn't cause significant change to the current 
software architecture. The software architecture should remain as consistent as possible as new 
features are added for best maintainability. Any performance-maintainability trade-offs should be 
weighed carefully before making decisions. For instance, if a huge performance gain can be made by just 
altering one sub-component, then it may be feasible to do so. However, if the performance gain is 
insignificant and many sub-components have to be modified, then it is not worth it. 
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Appendix I: Concrete Architecture 

 

Figure 1: Concrete architecture, with subsystems impacted by the proposed feature in blue. 
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Appendix II: Collision Sequence Diagram 
 

Figure 2: Collision sequence diagram. 
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Appendix III: Zero-Health Sequence Diagram 

Figure 3: Zero-Health sequence diagram. 


